Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The theoretical concept of conventional superconductivity introduced by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS)^[@CR1]^ relies on the pairing of electrons in a Fermi sea due to the exchange by quanta of crystal lattice vibration: acoustic phonons. Since 1970s, multiple attempts were made to replace phonons by a more efficient binding agent that would strengthen electron-electron attraction and enable superconductivity at higher temperatures. Excitons have been put forward by Allender, Bray and Bardeen^[@CR2]^ and Ginzburg^[@CR3]^ as promising candidates for playing the role of such a binding agent in hybrid metal-semiconductor structures. However, despite of significant efforts to fabricate structures where the exciton-mediated superconductivity would be observable, no experimental evidence for this mechanism was reported till now, to the best of our knowledge. The interest to exciton-mediated superconductivity was renewed after the discovery of the Bose-Einstein condensation of light-matter bosonic quasiparticles, exciton-polaritons, in semiconductor microcavities, initially at the liquid Helium temperature^[@CR4]^ and then at the room temperature^[@CR5]^. Exciton-polaritons formed by strongly coupled elementary crystal excitations (excitons) and cavity photons^[@CR6]^ accumulate by tens thousands in a single quantum state thus giving rise to the polariton-lasing^[@CR5]^. In a series of theoretical works^[@CR7]--[@CR12]^, it was shown that the condensates of exciton polaritons may interact with free electrons much stronger than individual virtual excitons considered in the early works^[@CR2],[@CR3]^. This paves the way to the realisation of exciton-mediated superconductivity in hybrid multilayer structures where a free electron gas would be placed in the vicinity of a bosonic condensate of exciton-polaritons. The observation of Bose-Einstein condensation of exciton-polaritons at the room temperature^[@CR5],[@CR6]^ encouraged efforts for the observation of superconductivity mediated by exciton-polaritons at elevated temperatures. It has been argued^[@CR8]^ that a stationary dipole polarisation of excitons in the condensates might help maximising the strength of exciton-electron coupling, which is why strongly coupled structures containing spatially indirect excitons might be suitable for the realisation of exciton-mediated superconductivity. A variety of materials potentially promising from this point of view has been considered, including the two-dimensional monolayers of transition metal dichalcogenides^[@CR10],[@CR11]^ and perovskite nanoplatlets^[@CR13]^. In ref. ^[@CR14]^ it has been argued that the interplay between conventional BCS superconductivity and the exciton-mediated superconductivity may result in the resonant enhancement of the critical temperature for the superconducting phase transition *T*~c~, thus, potentially, paving the way to room temperature superconductivity that would be fully controlled by light that is used to pump exciton-polariton condensates. The recent experimental studies^[@CR15],[@CR16]^ revealed features of the light-induced superconductivity. It was argued that the phase transition has been triggered by an optically pumped vibron mode that represents a similar mechanism to the exciton-induced superconductivity. Still, no stationary increase of *T*~c~ mediated by laser illumination has been reported so far, to our knowledge.

In this paper, we propose a design of the structure that would enable light-mediated superconductivity triggered by a bosonic condensate of exciton-polaritons in a conventional optical fiber^[@CR17]^ containing two cladding layers: one made of a material sustaining dipole-polarised excitons that are able to strongly couple to the guided optical mode, and the second one made of a conventional superconductor (see the schematic in Fig. [1(a)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To be specific, we consider a first cladding layer made of a perovskite material where polariton lasing was recently demonstrated in micro- and nanowires^[@CR18],[@CR19]^, and a conventional superconductor aluminium^[@CR20]^. We note that the exciton binding energy in the considered perovskite material exceeds 25 meV which makes it suitable for the room temperature operation^[@CR18]^. The critical temperature for the superconducting phase transition in aluminium is about 2 K in the dark, but it may be strongly enhanced by the coupling to the polariton condensate. From the theoretical point of view, the novelty of the considered design is in the replacement of a stationary polariton condensate considered in the previous studies^[@CR7]--[@CR10]^ with a moving condensate that may be treated as a coherent quantum liquid^[@CR21]^. From the practical point of view, the realisation of optical fibers with superconducting cladding layers would pave the way to the long-range transport of supercurrents. The coupling of a superconductor with a condensate of exciton-polaritons that is pumped by a laser light passing through the core would constitute a tool for the enhancement of *T*~c~ as well as the switching mechanism that enables the optical control of superconductivity. It is important to note that while the absorption of light in a superconducting cladder is inevitable, in principle, it can be minimized by proper designing the fiber and compensated due to the pumping of polaritons through one of the higher frequency guided light modes of the fiber. Below we present estimations of the characteristics of the superconducting hybrid fiber and provide specific recommendations for its design.Figure 1(**a**) The schematic of a proposed design. The bosonic condensate of dipole polarised exciton-polaritons is formed by the optical pumping through the guided optical modes of the fiber. The strong exciton-photon coupling regime is achieved due to the overlap of the photon mode localized in the core with the exciton state located in the first cladding layer (perovskite). The proximity of the perovskite layer to the second cladding layer (superconductor) ensures the efficient coupling of the dipole-polarised condensate of polaritons with the electron Fermi sea in the superconductor. This coupling leads to a significant increase of the critical temperature of the superconducting phase transition. The core and cladding layers are protected by plastic buffer and jacket. The red arrows indicate the decomposition of a guided mode wave vector on the transversal component **k**~*ρ*~ and the propagation constant *β* along the main axis of the fiber. (**b**) The characteristic intensity distribution of the ground plasmonic mode (left) and the ground guided polariton mode (right). The width of the white scale bar corresponds to 200 nm. (**c**) Dispersions of the refractive indices *n* (solid curves) and extinction coefficients *κ* (dashed curves) of the materials used in the proposed hybrid optical fiber. Data for aluminium (cyan) was taken from ref. ^[@CR25]^. *n* and *κ* of MAPbBr~3~ in the vicinity of the absorption resonance were calculated from Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results and Discussion {#Sec2}
======================

The proposed hybrid optical fiber is schematically shown in Fig. [1(a)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The cylindrical core is assumed being made of a conventional silica glass. For further estimations, we take the refractive index of the core as *n*~C~ = 1.45. The first cladding layer intended to be a holder of excitons is a perovskite layer. Among a variety of perovskites, we give a preference to methylammonium lead tribromide MAPbBr~3~ (MA = CH~3~NH~3~). The strong coupling of excitons with light in the waveguide geometry has been recently reported for the structures where MAPbBr~3~ was used as a core nanowire^[@CR18],[@CR19]^. The peculiar optical and dielectric properties of MAPbBr~3~ in the spectral range from visible to near-ultraviolet have been extensively studied both experimentally and theoretically for last several years^[@CR13],[@CR19],[@CR22]^ in the context of developing solar cell circuits and photonic devices. In the photon energy range following immediately above the band gap starting around 2.24 eV and extending to about 4.5 eV, the MAPbBr~3~ film is characterized by three absorption peaks at energies of about 2.3, 3.5 and 4.5 eV^[@CR23],[@CR24]^. Authors of ref. ^[@CR23]^ show that this peculiarity of the observed spectrum can be described by a dielectric function characterized by four resonances within the indicated energy region. The lowest energy resonance situated near the band gap (at about 2.3 eV) is split from the next one (situated at about 3.5 eV) by more than 1 eV, which significantly exceeds the characteristic interaction energies in our system. This allows one to use the coupled oscillator model of the perovskite dielectric function in the simulations^[@CR18]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When choosing the second (superconducting) cladding layer, we follow the original paper on the polariton-mediated superconductivity^[@CR14]^ and consider for this role a thin film of aluminium^[@CR20]^. Aluminium possesses an advantage of high reflectivity properties, which contributes to reducing losses of the optical modes and strong coupling of the latter to excitons in the perovskite cladding layer. In the simulations, we consider an aluminium film of thickness of 30 nm. The spectral dependences of the refractive index and the extinction coefficient of aluminium taken from ref. ^[@CR25]^ are shown in Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The refractive index profile of the hybrid waveguide in the radial direction is schematically shown in Fig. [1(c)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The cladding layers can be separated from one another by a spacer of widths of the order of 1 nm with a refractive index matching that of the core.

To reach the effective coupling of the perovskite exciton with a light mode in the waveguide, we should bring one of the optical guided modes into the resonance with the exciton energy. This imposes restrictions on the wave number *β* characterizing the propagation of the guided mode along the main axis of the waveguide, see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. For the bare waveguide representing a glass core in air, the condition for *β* in general form is given by *k*~0~ \< *β* \< *n*~C~*k*~0~ with *k*~0~ = *ω*~0~/*c* and *ω*~0~ being the wave number and the angular frequency of light in vacuum. A guided mode characterized by a frequency of *ω* = *ω*~1~ should possess the wave number *β* belonging to the range of (11.7 *μ*m^−1^, 16.9 *μ*m^−1^). Our simulations show that additional cladding layers shift this range by at least 3.3 *μ*m^−1^ to larger values. In room temperature long-range coherent exciton polariton condensate flow in lead halide perovskites^[@CR26]^ the propagation of superfluid polariton flows in perovskite microcavity over 60 micrometer distance is reported. We expect that in the proposed fiber geometry, the non-amplified propagation length may be much larger due to the large wave-vectors of a guided mode and a better optical confinement as compared to a planar microcavity.

For our hybrid optical fiber, we propose to take a glass core of a reasonably small diameter being of the order of the guided mode wavelength, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${d}_{{\rm{C}}}\gtrsim \lambda $$\end{document}$. In such a waveguide, the higher energy guided modes are split from the ground mode by hundreds of millielectron volts. It allows one to neglect the effect of the higher modes on the coupling of the fundamental mode to the perovskite excitons. We note that higher energy guided modes are crucial for the long distance transmission of polariton superfluids and light-induced superconducting currents. They serve to feed the polariton condensate and compensate for inevitable losses. The amplification of the polariton mode may be done using the schemes used in optical fiber amplifiers based e.g. on the electronic transitions in Er atoms^[@CR27]--[@CR29]^.

To examine modes of the hybrid optical fiber, we use the well-known transfer matrix method, see Methods. Due to the presence of an evanescent field beyond the core of the waveguide, the polariton mode couples to the surface plasmon mode at the metal-core interface^[@CR30]^. The characteristic guided modes of the hybrid waveguide are shown in Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The dependence of the energy of the fundamental polariton mode on the propagation constant *β* in the hybrid optical fiber with the core diameter of 0.8 *μ*m is shown in Fig. [2(a)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In the vicinity of the exciton resonance at *ω* ≈ *ω*~t~ and *β* ≈ 18.3 *μ*m^−1^ a clear Rabi splitting by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2\hslash {\Omega }_{{\rm{R}}}\approx 165\,{\rm{meV}}$$\end{document}$ of the dispersion curve *ω*(*β*) into two branches is apparent, which results from the anti-crossing of the exciton and the guided optical mode dispersions. The dispersions of the latter being linear in *β* are shown in Fig. [2(a)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} by the dashed lines. The anti-crossing of the dispersions is the manifestation of the appearance of the coupled exciton-photon states, exciton polaritons, which we consider for the role of mediators of the superconductivity. An indispensable condition for the appearance of polaritons is the strong coupling condition, which implies that the characteristic losses in the system should not exceed the splitting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2\hslash {\Omega }_{{\rm{R}}}$$\end{document}$ exceeds the losses with a large margin.Figure 2(**a**) The variation of the energy of exciton-polariton modes in the hybrid optical fiber with the increase of the propagation constant *β* and (**b**) the dependence of the energy of exciton-polariton modes in the hybrid optical fiber on its core diameter *d*~C~ calculated using the transfer matrix method described in Methods. The core diameter for (**a**) is taken as *d*~C~ = 0.8 *μ*m. The propagation constant for (**b**) is taken as *β* = 18.4 *μ*m^−1^. The pale color shadows framing the curves indicate the radiative decay of the modes. The widths of the shadows correspond to the radiative decay rates. The black dashed curves show the energy of the guided mode without the exciton resonance. The horizontal gray dashed lines indicate the perovskite exciton energy.

Figure [2(b)](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the dependence of the exciton-polariton energy on the diameter of the core *d*~C~ for the polariton modes characterized by the wave number *β* = 18.3 *μ*m^−1^. The energy of polaritons of both branches increases with the decreasing diameter *d*~C~. The predominance of the Rabi splitting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2\hslash {\Omega }_{{\rm{R}}}$$\end{document}$ over the characteristic losses on the entire considered range of *d*~C~ keeps the strong coupling condition fulfilled. By choosing the diameter of the glass core, one can tune characteristics of the guided polariton mode in the *ω* − *β* plane.

To estimate the effect of coupling with the polariton mode on the critical temperature *T*~c~ of a metallic layer, we use the universal expression obtained in ref. ^[@CR14]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${k}_{{\rm{B}}}{T}_{{\rm{c}}}\approx 1.13\hslash {\omega }_{{\rm{B}}}\exp \left\{-,\frac{1}{{\eta }_{1}+{\eta }_{2}{[1-{\eta }_{2}{\rm{l}}{\rm{n}}({\omega }_{{\rm{D}}}/{\omega }_{{\rm{B}}})]}^{-1}}\right\},$$\end{document}$$where *η*~1~ and *η*~2~ are the effective coupling constants due to the excitations of the polariton condensate (bogolons) and due to phonons, respectively. *ω*~D~ and *ω*~B~ are the phonon and bogolon cut off frequencies. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the increase of the critical temperature *T*~c~ of superconductivity in an aluminium layer with the increasing intensity of the light field in the waveguide for the parameters given in Methods. It is important to note that the scattering of electrons on a Fermi surface with exciton-polaritons contributes to the formation of Couper pairs also below the threshold to polariton lasing. However, the interaction of an electron with a thermal cloud of *N* excitons is expected to be somewhat weaker than its interaction with a coherent state of *N* excitons.Figure 3Critical temperature *T*~c~ of an aluminium superconductor being a cladding layer of the hybrid optical fiber as a function of the intensity of the photon field *I*~ph~.

The fiber geometry with a perovskite coating layer has been proposed recently for fiber-shaped solar cells^[@CR31]^. At the dawn of its appearance, this idea has faced difficulties in manufacturing since the conventional methods of fabricating planar structures including printing, spraying, spin-coating cannot be used for fibers. At the moment, various methods have been developed for covering a fiber surface with thin perovskite films^[@CR32]--[@CR34]^ which we expect are suitable for fabricating the proposed hybrid waveguides. In ref. ^[@CR32]^ the dip-coating methods was used, which in contrast to spin-coating is not restricted by substrate size and shape. Both the single-step and the sequential-step dipping techniques we considered, which differ by a better coverage of perovskite on wire in the latter case. The authors of ref. ^[@CR34]^ argue that the dip-coating method has the disadvantages poor crystal quality and low coverage. In turn, they suggest a vapor-assisted deposition method improved for the fiber geometry and providing a high-quality perovskite film layer on the fiber substrate. The metallic coating layer can be deposited, e.g. by a conventional methods of electro^[@CR35]^ or electroless plating^[@CR36]^. Along with the fabrication methods, the measurement techniques can be adopted from the fiber-shaped and planar solar cells. Among them are microscopy-based materials characterization, including the field emission scanning and transmission electron microscopy for the structure and morphology of the films, X-ray difraction measurements for characterizing a crystal structure of the perovskite cladding layer, surface and interface characterization, including X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Auger electron spectroscopy, characterization of optical properties, including photoemission spectroscopy, transient absorbance spectroscopy^[@CR33],[@CR34],[@CR37],[@CR38]^.

In summary, we have proposed the structure of a hybrid optical fiber intended to provide an effective interaction of a superconductor with exciton polaritons, guided modes modified by coupling with excitons in a perovskite cladding layer. We have demonstrated that the strong-coupling regime for exciton polariton formation is realizable in this geometry. Exciton polaritons will fulfil the role of mediators of coupling of electrons in a superconductor which is expected to facilitate elevating the critical temperature of superconductivity.

Methods {#Sec3}
=======

Transfer matrix method for searching guided modes {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------

To obtain the radial distribution of the electromagnetic field of a guided mode, we use a transfer matrix method^[@CR6],[@CR39]--[@CR42]^ adapted for a cylindrical geometry^[@CR43]--[@CR45]^. The electric and magnetic fields of a waveguide mode in a general case have the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\bf{F}}}_{{\rm{T}}{\rm{M}}}({\rho }_{{\rm{C}}})=\left(\begin{array}{c}{J}_{0}({k}_{{\rm{C}}}{\rho }_{{\rm{C}}})\\ \frac{i{k}_{0}{n}_{{\rm{C}}}^{2}}{{k}_{{\rm{C}}}}{J}_{0}^{{\rm{{\prime} }}}({k}_{{\rm{C}}}{\rho }_{{\rm{C}}})\end{array}\right){B}_{1}={\hat{t}}_{{\rm{C}}}{B}_{1},$$\end{document}$$where *k*~C~ is the radial wave vector component in the core, *B*~1~ is the constant. Outside the waveguide, the decaying solution of the guided mode at the interface of the superconducting cladding layer and air (at *ρ* = *ρ*~A~) is described by the vector$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\bf{F}}}_{{\rm{T}}{\rm{M}}}({\rho }_{{\rm{A}}})=\left(\begin{array}{c}{K}_{0}(|{k}_{{\rm{A}}}|{\rho }_{{\rm{A}}})\\ \frac{i{k}_{0}{n}_{{\rm{A}}}^{2}}{|{k}_{{\rm{A}}}|}{K}_{0}^{{\rm{{\prime} }}}(|{k}_{{\rm{A}}}|{\rho }_{{\rm{A}}})\end{array}\right){B}_{2}={\hat{t}}_{{\rm{A}}}{B}_{2},$$\end{document}$$where *n*~A~ = 1 and *k*~A~ are the refractive index and the radial wave vector component in air, *B*~2~ is a constant, *K*~0~(*kρ*) is the zero order modified Bessel function.

At the interface of the superconducting layer and air, the electromagnetic field obeys the equation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\widehat{T}}_{{\rm{TM}}}{{\bf{F}}}_{{\rm{TM}}}({\rho }_{{\rm{C}}})={{\bf{F}}}_{{\rm{TM}}}({\rho }_{{\rm{A}}})$$\end{document}$ which can be transformed to$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\widehat{T}}_{{\rm{TM}}}$$\end{document}$ is the appropriate transfer matrix through the layers between the radii *ρ*~C~ and *ρ*~A~. The energies of the guided modes obey the condition: the determinant of the 2 × 2 matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({\widehat{T}}_{{\rm{TM}}}{\hat{t}}_{{\rm{C}}}|\,-\,{\hat{t}}_{{\rm{A}}})$$\end{document}$ is equal to zero. For the TE modes, the eigenmode condition can be found in a similar way. In the case of the nonzero azimuth variation, *m* ≠ 0, the TE and TM modes can't be uncoupled, and a similar procedure should be applied directly to the four-component vector **F**(*ρ*).

Estimation of the parameters used for calculations {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------

To estimate the critical temperature of aluminium in the hybrid waveguide, we take the following values of the parameters. The aluminium layer considered as a superconducting layer following ref. ^[@CR14]^ is taken to be characterized by the effective electron-phonon coupling constant *η*~2~ = 0.3. The phonon cut off frequency approximated by the Debye frequency is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hslash {\omega }_{{\rm{D}}}/{k}_{{\rm{B}}}=429\,{\rm{K}}$$\end{document}$. The effective electron-bogolon coupling constant *η*~1~ is estimated for the given configuration as following:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\eta }_{1}=\frac{{X}^{4}{L}^{2}{d}^{2}{e}^{2}{n}_{p}^{2}AN(0)}{{g}_{0}{\varepsilon }^{2}},$$\end{document}$$where *X* is the Hopfield coefficient which determines the exciton fraction in the polariton state. *L* is the distance between the metallic layer and the perovskite layer, *d* is a dipole momentum of excitons, *n*~p~ is the polariton number density in the guided mode. *A* is the normalization area, *N*(0) is the electron density of states for electrons, characterized by the effective mass *m*~e~, *g*~0~ is the two-particle polariton interaction constant. *e* and *ε* are the elementary charge and the absolute permittivit, respectively.

The exciton fraction *X* is a controlable parameter which can be set in a range of \[0, 1\] by choosing an appropriate detuning of the waveguide light mode frequency and the perovskite exciton frequency. For our estimations, we take $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$X=1/\sqrt{2}$$\end{document}$ corresponding to the parity of the contributions of the light and exciton components. The separation of the electron gas and the polariton condensate is estimated as the distance between the centers of the metallic and perrovskite layers and is taken as *L* = 25 nm. Excitons in the perovskite layer possess a non-zero dipole moment *d* which can be either built-in due to an internal piezoelectric field or induced by an externally applied electric field^[@CR8]^. For our estimations, we take *d*/*e* = 10 nm. The exciton-exciton interaction constant in the perovskite was estimated in ref. ^[@CR47]^ as 3 *μ*eV*μ*m^2^, which exceeds the polariton-polariton interaction constant by the factor of *X*^−4^. For our estimations, we take the interaction energy as *g*~0~/*A* = 0.01 *μ*eV. The bogolon cut off frequency is taken for our estimations as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hslash {\omega }_{{\rm{B}}}/{k}_{{\rm{B}}}=140\,{\rm{K}}$$\end{document}$.

The intensity of the light field along the waveguide is estimated as follows: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${I}_{{\rm{ph}}}\simeq 2\pi \hslash {D}_{{\rm{P}}}{\omega }_{{\rm{ph}}}{\gamma }_{{\rm{ph}}}{C}^{2}{n}_{{\rm{p}}}$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hslash {\omega }_{{\rm{ph}}}$$\end{document}$ and 2*γ*~ph~ are the energy of the resonant optical mode in the waveguide and the light intensity decay rate, respectively. The optical mode which contributes to the polariton state considered in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and propagating with the wave number *β* = 18.3 *μ*m^−1^ is characterized by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hslash {\omega }_{{\rm{ph}}}=2.303$$\end{document}$ eV and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2{\gamma }_{{\rm{ph}}}\simeq 79\,{{\rm{ps}}}^{-1}$$\end{document}$. *C*^2^ determines the light fraction in the polariton state, *C*^2^ = 1 − *X*^2^. Based on the fact that the considered ground guided polariton state is azimuthally symmetric, we introduce the 1D polariton density along the waveguide as *πD*~P~*n*~P~, where *D*~P~ is the diameter of the interface of the perovskite layer and the metallic layer.
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